THE FIRST EVER ORCA EXPLORER SETS SAIL THIS MAY!
Never before has there been a scuba diving and
conservation business built with such character
and care. OrcaNation is unique in every way and
now this budding adventure company sets sail to
a liveaboard experience with heart.
With premium dive centre locations across South
East Asia, OrcaNation is loved by professional
divers and those new to the underwater world.
Their training standards are exceptional, suitable
for both children and adults, and with (HSEQ)
Health, Safety, Environment and Quality woven
into every experience. The OrcaNation team
takes every opportunity to embrace discussions
around conservation and how improved scuba
practices can help protect our oceans and marine
life.
This May and June, the brand launches their first full charter scuba diving experience onboard the
incredible MV Mega Explorer - a vessel designed to change the perception of what a diving liveaboard
should look like.
Departing from Singapore, certified divers can now explore the incredible underwater seascape of Tioman
Island, Malaysia and Anambas Islands, Indonesia.
Each of the 3 or 4 day trips include superb onboard ensuite accommodation, entertainment, food, and a
tapas & drinks afternoon on the final day of cruising. There will be professionally guided dives to stunning
marine parks filled with sea turtles, barracudas, stingrays, reef sharks, bumphead parrotfish, lionfish,
manta rays and many more fascinating species.
During the Tioman trips in May, guests will be joined
onboard by OrcaNation Founder, Jeroen van de Waal.
Jeroen will be offering his vast knowledge of scuba
diving and ocean conservation and sharing tips and
insights for better scuba diving experiences.
OrcaNation’s new liveaboard experiences are an
enlightening way to expand your diving experience while
immersed in some of the world’s most exciting ocean
environments.
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Orca Explorer Liveaboard Dates:
Tioman Island Trips:
5 - 17 May 3D/2N from SG $1075 pp*
29 - 31 May 3D/2N from SG $1075 pp*
Find out more h
 ere>
Anambas Islands Trip:
18 - 21 June 4D/3N from SG $1650 pp*
Find out more h
 ere>
About Jeroen van de Waal & OrcaNation:
Jeroen is Founder of OrcaNation, a fast growing conservation, education and adventure company that
works with schools, individuals and companies. Jeroen's passion for people, purpose and drive for
change led to him launching OrcaNation in 2015, a for-profit organisation that believes in doing good
while delivering award-winning experiences to save the Oceans, the Planet and Ourselves.
OrcaNation Dive Centres are located in key destinations across South East Asia with partnerships
including high profile resorts: AYANA Komodo Resort, Indonesia; Rawa Island Resort, Malaysia; Bawah
Reserve, Anambas Islands, Indonesia.
Jeroen's first book 'Together We Can Turn Tides - A Manifesto to Save The Oceans, Planet and Ourselves'
is a thought-provoking manifesto. The book is marked a ‘must-read’ for anyone who is not only waking up
to the current challenges facing our world but for those with a burning desire to make a difference.
Find out more about Jeroen van de Wall h
 ere>

To find out more about OrcaNation, contact OrcaNation CMO Lindsay Kinniburgh at
Lindsay@OrcaNation.org or OrcaNation Marketing Executive Buddy Tolba at Buddy@OrcaNation.org
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